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In this work, I shall attempt to present some projective
transformations and their applications as regards one-dimensional,
two-dimensional, and three-dimensional forms and to discuss the •
invariance of certain properties in these projections,
Klein defined geometry thus* "The study of the invariants
of a configuration under a group of transformationsInvariants
are those properties of a figure that remain unchanged. Projective
geometry is built upon the invariance of the cross ratio in iidiioh
two elements separate two other elements , In the body of this
work the invariance of the cross ratio is discussed in connection
with every single topic. Also, in the case of two-dimensional
forms, the distance between two finite points y^^), and
(x , y_) is presented as an absolute invariant of the rigid motions
of the plane. The angle between two lines is likewise invariant
here, but this discussion is omitted for the sake of brevity.
Configurations are the forms or figures presented for tangible
study in geometry. Our One-dimensioml forms include point irangea
and flat pencils; our two-dimensional forms include -Idie totaliiy
of points in a plane and. the total!iy of lines in a plane, wt a
plane of points and a plane of lines. Three-dimensional forms
embrece a space of points and e space of planes,
The group of transformations under mdiich we observe our idiree
classes of forms is projections.
ii
TOien we look at any object, a building for example, every
visible point detemines with the eye a ray which is called the
projector of the point. Every visible straight line of the building
determines with the eye a plane which is the projector of the line.
The bundle of which the eye is the center and Tidxich is composed
of the projectors of all visible points and lines of the building
is called the projector of the bixilding. The projector of a
curved line on the building is a conical surface composed of the
projectors of all the points of the oiirve. This conical sur¬
face is part of the bundle which is the projector of the entire
building.
If we put a plane between the eye and the building and
imagine that each projector makes its passage through the plane
visible, we shall have a detailed piot^u:e of the building on the
plane. This picture is a section of the brmdle. The section of
an individual projector by the plane is called the trace of that
projector on the plane and the section of the bundle is made up
of the traces of all the projectors on the plane. The picture or
diagram so obtained is called a projection of the building on the
plane.
Projection as we would have you see it in this study is a
sort of transformation that establishes certain one-to-one
correspondences between certain defined elements of a form, leaving
ISfoss ratio, always, and certain properties, in a few instances.
M It -
invariant. All such transformations are referred to a co¬
ordinate system, resulting in equations Tirith which we could work
and that we could describe and discuss,
■L • , Vv • .. '
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A* General Transformation Between Two One«HllmenBional Forms*
1* Point Ranges* A projectlTe transformation of a*line L
upon a line L* establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the
points on L and the points on L** To express this correspondence,
we use a double arrow* L<r~^ L'* This correspondence determines
two transformations, L —^ L’ udiich transforms the points of L into
those of L', and the inverse transformation, h* —> L ifdiioh carries
the points of L? into those of L*
These trmsformations idien referred to a coordinate system
are equations*
Let such a correspondence between the ranges of points on
lines L and L* be determined by the three distinct pairs of
corresponding points* P-i P,P P *, P < --^P •*
A 12 2 3 3
Upon choosing an arbitrary pair of corresponding points P P’,
the one-to-one correspondence between these two point ranges can
bo defined by this equation
('’l' V' •’s' •"> - <•’1 •’s''s •■)•
Figure 1
w 4 ••
Introduce on L and L* arbitrarily chosen systems of Cartesian
coordinates^ choose a finite point on L» i*e«, a sense of di»
reotion, and a unit distance*
The homogeneous coordinates x^) of any finite point P con¬
sist of any tno numbers x^^ iriiose ratio is xt
^
« X » (*i» *2 toth zero).
*2 ’
The point atO^on L has the homogeneous coordinates ( * 0), 0*
Let the points Pj^, P^, P^ and P on L have the non-homogeneous
coordinates x^^; x^', x^’, and X;, and the points Pj^‘, P^», P^' and P‘
on L* have the non-homogeneous coordinates x », x«,*, *,*» and x»*
Then the equation of our one-to-one correspondence becomes*
(3^*- *2*^ “ *1*^ (*3 “ *2^ (* " 3c^)
Since x^, x^* ^2** ^3* constants, we can set
x_» - X,• X, - X.
®\ « c* . and ^
X • •• X ’
3 2 3 2
S c*
Our equation then becomes*
c*
(x* - x,‘) (x - x.)
X* « x^* X -
Solving*
c» (x» - XgXx - x^) s o (x - X2)(x» - Xj^»)
o' xx' - o'xx2* •• c'Xj^x'-f- o'x^^a^* t*
OXX' - C^C'Xg - CXj^ • x-f-cx^. Xg
- 5 -
o*x*x - e*x*x^ - ox*x -f-ox’xg 3
c*xx2* - oxxj^* •f' exj^^xg - c*X2X2»
X* Q o*x - 0*Xj- •• cx ■+ cx^ -
X I^O^Xg* •• OXj •■3 + exi’xg - o*=ClX2*
X* " °) 4" ®*2 *“ "
X [^0**2* " ®*l**2 “ ®**1*2*
>=■ tv+”3 =
ISheret
\ Z ^®* “
bg s (oxg -
*1 S
®2 S (®*l**2 " ^
Denote the transformation of L
> L by T**^, then
T: X* a a^^x 4- ag
L»
L* by T and the inrerse
bix+b2
bj^xx* bgx* - -f- Eg j X • a^ s - T^g** "2





b,x 4- b.T «2
- ag
Then x - projects into the zero point on L* and
M 6 **
- b.




Then x* - projects into the zero point on L, and x* s
.h
projects into a point at infinity on L. If we set x* «
X *
2
and X s , our equations:
*1*1 +*2*2 - '>2*iY*2*2‘
'2 'IT.' "2"2 *2 h*!' ■ “1*2’* ' *
are more symmetrio and state proportionality between
xi» and aiXi-^-agXg.
X2 * and b^Xjj^ ^2^2*
x^ and -b2x'-f-agXg',
Xg and ""*•1*2*
We can therefore, state the equation of our transformation!
^*1* = ^^ + *^2*2'
T*
f Xg* s bjx^ +t>2^*
,-l/^ “ " ^"=2* •
(Txs. s ^1*1* ■" ®'i*" ' r*^ 0
7
^ s called the determinant of the trans>
bg formation, and^"^ 0 if the inverse
of the transformation is to be defined.of T“^, it is to be noted,
eqtials of T.
2!« Flat Pencils.* To develop a general transformation between
two flat pencils, we can very well make use of the principle of
duality by dualising iidiat has already been done as regards point
ranges .
A projbttive transformation of a pencil jb upon a pencil £»
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the lines of p
and those of £*. To express this cox*respondence, we use a
double aiTow p.^—> p*. This correspondence determines two transfor¬
mations, p —^ which transforms the line*of p into those of p*,
and the inverse transformation p‘ —^ p which carries the lines of p*
into those of p.
These transformations when referred to a coordinate system
are equations.
Let such a correspondence between the lines of p and p* be de¬
termined by the three distinct pairs of corresponding lines L^<r—
L„^—;4 L,’, L i—^ L ♦. Upon choosing an arbitrary pair of
c, ' c 3^3
corresponding lines LL*, the one-to-one correspondence
* In subsequent discussions duals for flat pencils will be
summarized or their discussions developed jointly with those
of point ranges.
8
be'tween these two pencils can be defined by this equation:
(LjtLg*, L3*L*) s (Li Lg, L3L).
Introduce on pencils p and p* arbitrarily chosen systems
of metric coordinates: choose a fixed line say through a finite
point and establish a positive direction for rotation. The homo¬
geneous coordinates (u^ $ U2) of any finite line L consist of any
two numbers (uj^ * ^) ratio is u:
"1





tan © (ui f U2 not both zero).
Figure 2,
9
The line perpendicular to has no non-homogeneous co¬
ordinate^ but has the homogeneous coordinates ( f . 0),f4^ 0.
Let the lines 1^$ Lg* Lg and L of ^ have the non-homogeneous
ooor^nates u^, :ug, Ug «.nd u, and Lg*, Lg* and L* of p* have
the non-homogeneous coordinates ^3* Thel>^ the equa¬
tion, of our one-to-one correspondence becomess
Ugt . u^t U' - Ug* Ug - Uj^ U - Ug
Ug» - Ugt u* - '^5 “ ^2 u - u.
Since u^, Ug, Ug, ^2** '^S* constants -we can set
u„ - u.Ug* - Uj^' -
- c* and - e
- u^«3 2






U* - Uj^* U - Uj^
Solving:
o*(u' - U2*)(a - Uj^) - o(u - U2)(u' - u^^*)
C*UU* - 0*UU2* - 0*U2U* c’Uj^Ug* s CUU* - OU*Ug - 0Uj*U '/■OUj^’Ug
ou*u - o*u*u^ « ou*uS
o’uUg* - CUU^* CU^*U2 - o'U^Ug*
U* l^o’u - o’Uj^ - OVL -f- Z
“ 1 cug* - 0Uj^^-f'0'*i*'*2 “ ®*’^l'^2* •
U* [^u(o* - oy-t- OUg - OU^ s
I^‘Ug* - 4" ®’^i’^2 °*'*l'*2'
m ^ -
“ 1.h” 'q -- ‘in ‘2
TOiere:
- o* - c
bg - CUg - c«u^
= c’Ug* r CUjL*
ag 5 ou2'u2 " ©'ttiOg*
Tj u* s
®-l"+ ^2
bj^uu’-i- bgU* z 4^2
u []b^u» - “ V*4 *^2







Then u - projects into the fixed line on p* • And u -





b u* — a,
1 1
Then u* « projects into the fixed line on p. And u* -
^2
projects into a line perpendicular to the fixed line on p.
11 -
"l "l







b. u_ajU_ •V *>i“i+*>2?2 “2 -1-1- -1-2




“2 >“4 W - Vz’*
We can therefore state the equation of our transformations:
f - a^Uj_-y- agUg,
Tt'
-1
■f V = h"!'^ '>2"2
«~“l S »2’*l' *2"e'
fu •• bu-**»au*<




is called the determinant of the transformation,
and^ ^ 0 if the inverse of the trazisfOrmation1 2
is to be defined* of T**^, it is to be noted, equals ^ of T*
3» The Invariant Cross Ratio* Let (x-j^, x^), (y^^, y^), (Sj^, s^)
and (t^ t2) be four distinct one dimensional forms, and (x^*, ^2'^*
(y^^*, *2*^» (\'* bg*) be the four distinct one¬













a 4* 1^222 •
m *+• ®^2^2*
* titl'^V2*
Does \z* x*| , jt* y*l
I** y*j |t* i*j
preserved?
XI • It y I , i.e„ is cross ratio
|2y| itx/
Proof:












1 Vl + ^2^2 - ®’1^"/"®’2*S








1 *2*2 *■1*1 4* *-2*2
W'i'^z^ V1+V2
Each of these determinants, it is seen, is product determinants
and can be factored as follows:
This product reduces to:
14
z, X, t_ y1 1 1 ^1
2 2 *2 ^2
•
z y_ t x.
1. 1 1 1
t X
2 *'2 2 2
or
|z x/.|t yl,
/z yj ft XI
■thus establishing "tiie proof that cross ratio is invariant under
projection.
^.Applications, Require^ to find the transformation which carries
the points 0, 1, 2 of a line L respectively into points - ly 6^ •> 2
©f a line L> and its inverse, in homogeneous and non-homogeneous
coordinates, to determine the vanishing point on each line, and t©
show that cross ratio is preserved.
r 0, Xg 5 1, Xg 2 2,
s *3* ■ - 2.
This transformation can he expressed by this equation*
2 -|-l)Cx» - 0)
2 -fOj(x'-f-l)
12
- X* 2x - 2 j -n XX* m m 4xx*^ 4X'*i- 4W-+4--^
- 2x* - 2 X "
- x*x •^4xx* - 4x* 2 4 - 4x
3xx* - 4x* « 4 - 4x
[Jsx - ^ - 4 - 4x






Setting - 4x^ 4 -0 x ■ projects into the *ero point on L* ,
4
Setting 3x - 4 ^ 0| x - projects into e point at oo on L*.
t
Solving for x in* x* - -4x-l* 4 , we get*
Sx - 4
3xx* - 4x* s 4 - 4x
3xx* 4x - 4 -f- 4x*
X [3x»4- ^ r 4+4x*
X s 4x*>+ 4
Sx’-J. 4
T"^* r*i P 4xi» 4-4x2*,
a^Xg 2 3X3^* 4-4x2*.
Setting 4x* 4" 4 - 0, x* - - 1 projects into the zero point on L.
Setting Sx* -/• 4 jO, x* -
.4
projects into point at ckj
on L.
Verification that oroes ratio is preserved*
Does («2 -li , |x« o| - I20I , [x ll ?
j-2 0| lx* -1| 12 11 (x 01
I- 2 . Ot s
1 2 0| jx* - Tl
1-8 4-4 044 * 4x44 -44 4
6 4 (- 4) 0 4 1 • 3x4 (- 4) 3 4(- 4)
- St 4 - 4 44 - 4x 44 04^
6 4 (- 4) 3 4(- 4) 3x4^ (- 4) 0 + 1
This equation is obtained by substituting - 2, - 1, 0, for X*
16
X in the equation Tt x* s -4x-f 4 • The numerators
3x - 4
and denominators on the right hand side are product determinants
and can be factoredt
I-4 4 25; 0 - 4 4 X 1
1 3-4 • 1 1 3-4 1 1
.-4 4 2 ' ' 1 - '4' '4 X 0
1 3-4 1 1 1to 1 1
This expression reduces tot
It is evident that this expression is identically equal to the
expression representing the cross ratio of the 3 points of L! 0,
1, S and arbitrary point X
12! 0/ • \x l( , expressed in homogeneous
p Tj . j5E (Jf
coordinates. Md thus the fact that cross ratio is invaricmt here
is verified,
B. Transformation of one-dimensional i^orm into itself.
1. A general transformation. We shall assume from now on
that ws are dealing with complex nimbers. the totality of ^nhich con¬
stitute the complex one-dimensional form.
Consider a real projective transformation between two one¬
dimensional forms t
17
fV S*^l'^l+‘'2V *■1 ^2
T:'* ^ 0« Z1 s
AWg* s bivr3^ + b2Wg. ^1 ^2
^ 0.
*’1* *'2* ^1* ^2 real constajits, and and Wg are the ho®©-
geneous projective coordinates of some oonplex elements.
Tt (wj^ , Wg)
T: ( w* ••








• If such a projective tiransformation
projects an element in-to itself, the element is said to bo fixed or
double
A necessary and sufficient condition then for an element




Wg b^w^-f bgWg wg * b^vri-|-bgWg
Solving:
(b^v^-J- bgVTg) - wg (ajwj^-i-ag^Wg)
"h ^2™^i’*^2 - ‘^l’^1^2 ®'2‘’^2^
18 «
T^l’^1^4' ^^2 * V2 " ^2^2^ 2 °
yT-,\ 2 -w
— I + ^^2 - *'i> — - = °*
’'2 ^^2:
b^-w2-|- (bg - aj^) -w - ag - 0
This is a simple quadratic equation*
If b^ 2 ^2 ~ ‘*’1 2 ^ ^2 2 *-2 S '^ben tills
equation Is satisfied for every value of w and we are Justified In
saying that every element will be carried Into Itself by this trans¬
formation, Substituting these values*—-^bj^ - 0, (bg - a^^) - 0,
and a2 > f our transformation becomes*
T»
i e^p.s Ms = I*€ "2 * “2"2
t •
fc - i- — » —i.^
N2 Va
However, If we rule out I, the identlj^. It Is possible then
to have only two fixed elements, the nature of which being deter¬
mined by the roots of the equation*
19
Consider the disorirainat of the above equation, denoting it by D,
Then
® ^ -t" ^^2^1 =
^>2^ " 2aj^b2aj^2^ 4^21,2^ ■ a2^2 ^ 2a2^b2 •+b2^ - daj^bg-^ da^bj*
and uve conclude t
B s (^2 " *'1^ * ^*'1 't'^2^^ ^ , idiere
or o.^b2 •• *''2^1 •
'1, ^.Parabolic Transformations, Suppose
B s (^2 - ^*2^1 S (®-l -f ^2^^ ®
Then the equationt
-f ^2 - *i) -1 - *^2 -
”2' ^2
has two real and equal roots which yield two real and coincident
fixed elements. Such a transformation is known as ; parabolic,
Consider the rdal pro;56otive transformation of a one-dimensional
form into itself*
fn* * a wj^ + agWg, 4 a2W2





or Ii f n* - ^ •
If we choose the real and coincident fixed elements so that the homo¬
geneous coordinates can be given as (l, O), then
bj^wi2-f (bg « a^)w2^W2 - a2''^2^ ■ ®
20
must have only one root* (1 O)* Hence,
bj, - 0, bg - - 0, or bg r *1
Tt
a, a ir-f
w* s ^ becomes w* jf
b w + b.
r* -
ag ag
___ , and w* s w -j-o, iriiere me, w* aw-f-o
or
is the normal form of a parabolic transformation. By making the
necessary changes of coordinates, any parabolic ;^ransformation
might be made to assume this form.
It is evident that there are two other oases other than this
one where A s 0, and, therefore, two other groups of transformations.
We put the other two groups together under the general name
non«-parabolio ,
3« Non-parabolic tremsformations,
a. Hyperbolic transformations. If
D « (^2 - «-l)^4- ^*2^ “ ^ (^I'f ^2)^
then
^^2, - V2? " ^^2^ "
has two real distinct roots yielding two real and distinct
fixed elements, Such a transformation is known as hyperbolic.
In the development of a general transformation between two one¬
dimensional forms, we let the transformation be determined by three
distinct pairs of corresponding points or elements. In the case of
- 21 -
non-parabolic transformations, two of the three distinct pairs of
corresponding elements might be taken as the fixed or double
elements, i»e«, the elements cairied into themselvest
Eg —^ Eg* Eg ®3** ® ^ ®1 ^ ^2* ^ ^2
being the fixed elements, E ^ E *, a third pair, €uid E —> E*
3 3
being an arbitrary pair.
We may express the equation in Symbolic fomt
(E^Eg, Eg*B*) a (fi^Bg. Bg^).
Upon introducing into the equation the non-homogeneous coordinates
—w- for E, , for E„, wl* for E *, w* for E* and w for E, this1 1’ 2 2 3 3 *
symbolic equation becomest
's’ - *1 - *2 *3 - *1 * - ’2
— “ ________ • _______ •
W_‘ - W„ W* - W, W - w„ w - w.3 2 132 1
Transposing so the coordinates of E and E* fall on the left, we obtain
in result!
(E^Eg, EE») z ®3®3*^ in symbolic form. Since E^^, Eg, Eg and E^’
are all constants, we may replace the righb-hand side of the equation
by k because the value of this dross ratio will be constant, Theni
(Ej^Egj, EB») a 0, 1,
W “ '"2 W* -i*
Then
• 22
Transposing the coordinates of E to the right, -we have*
TT* - ITg W *• Wg
^ »
“W* - W
the equation of a non-paraholic transformation in non-homogeneous
coordinates.
By changing the coordinates, we can allow the double elements
w^ and Wg to assume the homogeneous coordinates (l, O) and (O, 1)
respectively* That is, w^^ becomes infinite and Wg becomes zero*
Then our equation
w* - Wg (w - Wg)
- k becomes




Sind our equation teikes on the simple form* w* 5 k w, w* - k w
is called the normal form of an hsrperbolic transformation* By the
correct- change of coordinates, siny hyperbolic transformation might
bo reduced to this form*
w* - w. w « w.
w*
- k w* -
w* - w. w - w.
lim w’ - w.
- 1
b* Elliptie Transformations* Suppose in the quadratic
“■ 23‘ »
D ^ 0, Tdieire U ^ (bg - *'i)^-4"^®^2^1 " -4/1 •
Then the quadratic has two roots which are conjugate-imaginary and
we are thus guaranteed two fixed elements which are conjugate-
imaginary, Such a transformation we know as elliptic,
Like the hyperbolic trsinsformation, the elliptic transformation
may be determined by its fixed elements and a pair of cooresponding
elements. So we refer to the equation!
w* - w - W-j^
the equation of a non-parabolic transformation in non-homogeneous
coordinates. The elliptic transformation is a second type of non-
parabolic transformation.
Since the fixed elements and Wg are conjugate-imaginary,
by the proper change of coordinates, and Wg can be given the




(w* - i) (w - i)
Solving:
ww* ~f"yd - w*i“(-l - kww* - kwi -J" kw*i -f- k,
or (l - k) ww*-^ (l - k)*}- wi (l -f* k) - w‘i (1 + k) j 0,
or (l - k)(ym*-f" 1)4*1 (l-f'k)(w «■»»*) 5 0 is our final
result, and we tern this last equation the normal form of an elliptic
transformation*
Suppose we divide by the coefficient of k in
w*4- 1 (w4* i)
= 3c .
w* - i w •• i
Then we will have*
w*-f i w - i
•
________ s 3c,
w< - i w-|-i
and
ww* -i- wi - w* i 4- 1 ww* 4- 1 (w “ w* )i
s 3c, or - k
ww* - wi 4- w* i 4 3. ww* 1 - (w •• w* )i





From this equation, it is evident that the only real value k might
have is - 1, and that ydien p - 0, IShen fc - •« 1, the normal form
of the elliptic transformation reduces to*
ww* 1 - 0, by substituting *
Solving, we get*
(1 -f* l)(ww* 4* 1) 4" 3. (1 - l)(w - w* ) a 0
25 -
1) i ( 0 )(■» - w*) g 0
2 (w* *4"1) 2 ®
or w*-|- 1 r ®»
the normal form of an elliptic transformation ‘srtien.’ k is real and
- - 1.
' *^.The Invariant Cross Ratio. As we already pointed out, a non-
parabolic transformation is uniquely deterained by 3 distinct pairs
of corresponding elements, two of which can be taken as the fixed
elements. As ms seen, symbolically the equation takes this forms
where and E2 are the fixed elements, E3 and Eg* a third pair and
E* and E an', arbitrary pair.
This equation finally reduced to
(®1®2* ) 2 ®3®3*)*
upon putting all coordinates of E and E* on the left. The member
(E^Eg* Eg^s*) constant since all of its factors are constant and
equal to neither 0, nor 1, since its elements are distinct.
Tfe, iiierefore, deduce this important facts that the cross ratio
in which an arbitrary pair of corresponding elements separates the
fixed or double elements, taken in a given order is constant, i, e, t
(B^ Eg, EE*) - k
•• 26
This: cross ratio is known as the invariant cross ratio or simply the
invariant of a non-paraholie transformation. As E and E* take on
different values, (E^ Eg, Eg Eg*) remains unchemged throughout any
discussion, and
Wb generally dec 'ide which element is to be E^ and which E2,
because an interchange of their places in this cross ratio will
yield two values for the cross ratio vhich would really be re¬
ciprocals of each other.
Verification* - For E^^ Eg, Eg and Eg* assign non-homo-
geneous coordinates w^^, Wg, w^. and Wg*, Then
(E^ Eg. Ej Ej.) . Wg - Wl ■"3* " "^2
• $
w - w„ W-* - w,3 2 3 1
but ’e' “^1
W— — w« W_* — w_
3 1 3 2
Therefore, we take one element as Ej^
let them remain so throughout a discussion,.
'




and the other as and
w -f»l
yr -
There ydll be a fixed element if ar^ only if
- yr-j* 5
w + 1
; yr^-^w 5 - yr-f- 5} ■w^-^2'w - 5 - 0; then
- 2 't-yi+io
yr -
tY‘- Z H-V4 -t 20




The fixed elements are - 1 .yriand - 1 6 • Let Eg V If
- 1+ 5 4
then yr* « i:. ®3* a 2* Let
1 + 1
-rr and Eg - - 1 -t-TT. Then
(-1 -"Yr -1 1,2) s
1. (-1 - . 2 - (- 1+VT) s k,
1 - (-1+Y 6) ' 2 - 1 -V"6)
14*1 '♦'YT . 2 4-1 -VV a k
r^i 'y '6 2 + 1 6 +r
2 4'‘VT , 3 a kj k =
2 - 6 ^
or k ; -ol*
(2) Find the equation of the non-parabolic transformation yfaose
double elements are a 1* - - 1« and whose imrariant k has the
value of 2,
a 28 »







Tdiere and Wg are the fixed or double elements.
- isjLil
w* - 1 (W - 1;
w*-f 1 2
W* -^tr — TT* -1 - 2 |_‘WW*-|- W* - TT -*l|
ww* -(''"'•■'w* “1 s2 •ww* -f- 2w* - 27r - 2
ww* - 2'nw* - w’ - Etit* --■w-2w-J-1-2
-ww* - 3w* - • - 1
■ww* Sw* - 3w 4* 1




An involutory transformation in'terohanges -the elements of
eaoh pair of elements -nhich separa'bes the double elements harmonically
in a non-parabolio transformation. That is, if it carries E, into
E*, it will bring B* back into E, Since it has ■this charac^teristio ,
an involutory transformation must be its own inverse.
Does a parabolic transformation ever have ■this property? Con¬
sider ■the equation of a parabolic tronsforma-tion in its normal form:
■w* - ■w-|*o^<l’^0. Then w - ■»* - o gives us the equation of %he
inverse',' ; jftnd we conclude then that a parabolic transfor¬
mation is never in-volutory for it is not its o^wn
inverse* If such were the case, the equation of the inverse trans¬
formation would be w s ■w'4* o» which is not true.
A non-parabolic projective transformation is determined by
this equation as was developed in Section 3-a of this discussion*
Eg, E E» 2 k, k ^ 0, 1,
where Ej^ and E2 sre the double elements and E and E* an arbitrary
pair. If such a transformation is to be involutory, this equation
must be identical with* (Ej^Eg, EE*) s- 1,
IL. hyperbolic Transfonaations. If the fixed elements are
real, the involution is said to be hyperbolic. We have seen that
the equation of a hyperbolic transformation expressed in its nor¬
mal form is w* - kw. Setting k - 1, we get as a normal form
of an hyperbolic involution*
■w* - w.
Elliptic Transformations.
If the fixed elements are conjugate - imaginary, the involution
is said to be elliptic. The normal form of an elliptic trans¬
formation has already been fovind to bet
(1 - k)(ww»-|-1)-|^ i (li-4* w*) a 0
Substituting - 1 for k*
(1 -f'l)(ww‘”^ 1) i (1 « l)(w - w») » 0
2 (ww»-|- 1) - 0
ff
*
* . ww'-l- 1 r 0,
the normal form of an elliptic involution
- so
a« In a flat pencil with a finite vertex. The
most important involution in a flat pencil is called the circular
involution. The fixed lines are the isotropies or lines with their
slopes equal to i or - i. The arbitraiy pairs are pairs of per¬
pendiculars in the pencil. We get for our normal form of the circular
involution*
ul±i = k (.u±.l) .
u’ - i (u - i)
Ydiere u is the slope of one line of a set of perpendiculars and u’
is the slope of the line into which it is projected. Substituting
- 1 for k, w© finally gftt for our normal form of our circular
involution in the pencil*
uu'-^l s 0.
S» The Invariant Cross Ratio, We have shown that if
a transformation of a one-dimensional form into itself is in»
volutory, it is non-parabolic. We must proceed to show that its
invariant cross ratio must be - 1.
The general non-parabolic transformation has the equation*
^2, RB*) s also s k 0^ 1,
since the arbitrary pair of elements is interchanged. But inter¬
changing a pair of elements in a cross ratio changes its value





Since k 0, 1, k - 1.
4. implications, (1), Find the eqxiation of the involution
■whose double elements have the non-homogeneous coordinates, w. - .1,
■w/ - 4.
Since these fixed elements are real, the involution "will be
hyperbolic •with the eq\iation w’ * - w as its normal form. There¬
fore:
w' a - 1,
W* - •* 4,
give us the equation of this involution,(2), Find the equation of the involution whose double elements
have "bhe non-homogeneous coordinates, w - 1 -f1,; W - 1 - i.
Since these fixed elements are .conjugate-imaginary, this
involution is elliptic ■with ■ww'-^l » 0 as its normal form. Sub¬
stituting for w:
give us the equation of •this involution*(3), Prove -that the linear transformation:
aiw-f-a^
w--* a ii. , .1
h'+'’2;
is an involution if and only if ^2 2
If a transformation is an involution, it is its own inverse.









bjW’ -f-bgW s “ b2'w:+ ftg
■m (b^w.' -f bg^^) - - bgW* •+ ag




But bg - and w - __________ •
bj^w* ag
a^w -p ag




We want next to show w* s is an involution
bj^W bg
only if “I* bg, - 0, or s - bg
bj^ww* *|*bgW* - a^w ^ ag
w (b^w’ - ^ ) - bgW» -f ag
- bgW* ag
w - • But this is not the original
-bgw’-l-ag;
b^w* - a^^
transformation. However, if -• bg ^ then w -
bj^w* - a^
• 33
v’4“ ^2becomes nr - and we have our involution.
biW. -f. bj
Figure 3,
The projection of a line L on a line L*
34 -
A point of L Twill fail to hare a projection on L* Tsfeen
the line joining it to 0 is parallel to L'* iw has this property on
L, Tw» has this property on L'«
Figure 4,
- 35 -
L fails to have a projection on P» because the plane determined
by it and 0 is parallel to plane P*, Point S fails to have a pro¬




The totality of two-dimensional forms
- 36
II, tSIQ-DIMEHSIOHAIi FOEMa.
A, Projective transfomations between two-dimensional
forms •
It was seen in discussions of projections between one-dimen«*
sional foms that our discussions centered in lines or point ranges
and flat pencils. Two-dimensional forms embrace the totality of
po^ts in the plane and the totality of lines in the plane.
There are four possible projections—transformations—of a
plane "jT into a plane TT * •
(1) Those of the points of into the points of
The inverse carries the points of ^ * into those of ^ •
(2) Those of the lines of ^ into the lines of •,
The inverse carries the lines of ^ * into those of »
(3) Those of the points of ^into the lines of
The inverse carries the lines of ^ ’ into the
points ot /T •
(4) Those of the lines of /T'into the points of /T
The inverse carries the points of into the lines
of
1, Collineations, The first transformations (1) and (2)
we put into a common group and term them Collineations« It will
be seen that they differ only in the point of view. In (1), the
point is the fmdamental element and in (2), the line is the fmdamen-
tal element,
A projective transformation of the points of a plane 11
f
- 37
into the points of a plane ^*. does three things* (1) establishes
a one-to-one correspondence between the points of ^ and
(2) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the lines of
^ end and (3) preserves cross ratio*
Written in homogeneous coordinates, the general projective





Making use of the subscripts, we can condense our equations by the use











fx,. ^ I *23*3'J r 1
and more briefly still*
(i 8 1, 2;, 3),
*■11 *•12; *■13
^21 *22 ®^3
^31 ^■*32 *33 is the determinant of this transfomation.
It is also denoted by • If I ®ij \ ® 0* T fails to establish
 
S9 -
(®-2E®’33 '^®fe2®'23) “ *2* ^®’12“33 “ *32®
■^3' ^*12f2$ " ®i3*22^* (*22*33 *“ *32*83^' “
(^12^33 " *32*13^* *“^ (*12*23 * ®is®22) **•* oofaotors of
and respectively* We can, therefore, write*
‘*'*1 = ^A'-t ^A • +
^ 0 and '*21.* *°'*^ ***® oofactors of a^^j^
a„ , and a respectively in ^ »
MX wX
Proceeding in a like manner for Xg and x^, we get for the
inverse transformation*




^ Vj’ (i - 1 2 $).
j r 1
This transformation orders the points of TT * into the points
of r.
We have so far shown that a projective transformation of the
points of a plane 77” into the points of a plane 'JT * establishes a
one-tp-one oorrespondenoe between the points of 'Tf and those of
ir^ * we shall now proceed to show that it establishes a one-to-
one correspondence between the lines of TTsidA the lines of
in that it carries an arbitrary line u in 77*into a line u* in "TT*
- 40
and the inverse transformation carries it back, and discixss the
preservation of cross ratio later on.
Consider the arbitrary line u in plane^ t
-j--S 0» where U2 and \ig represent the homo-
Xg, and Xg represent the
homogeneous coordinates of al point on the line u. To get the
equation of the transformation of lines, we substitute the known
values of x^ found in the inverse equations 1
i~\ - % Vd’’
1=1
geneous coordinates of the line, and x^.
in the equation of our arbitrary line. Thus we get*
Ug. - 0, and collecting coefficients
of *3** we obtain*
^2“2t ^3"^
S'^2^2'^ evidently an
arbitrary equation of a line u* whose coordinates are*
^ "2’ = ■*22“2:+^3“3'
= •*31.'^ + •*32"2 + •*33V evidently it
- 41 -




Since the inverse of =“1 = ^
i. ^ ai3*j.
) s 1





(i s 1, 2, S), by analogy, the inverse
(i -1, 2, 3;), is the equation
(i - 1, 2, 3). This equation
w. =
3 z 1
I..U ’ tells how the line u* in r * is transformed
0^ J
. into the line u in J/'" •
A projective transformation of l^e lines of a plane into
the lines of a plane JJ" * does three things* (1) establishes a
one-to-one correspondence between the lines of /T'’and the lines
of *, (2) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the
42
. - points of ^^and the points of jf ^» and (3) preserves cross
ratio.
Written in homogeneous coordinates', the general pro jective
transfomation of the lines of into the lines of 7/" » is*
T* =^2l'^'t’^22"2-f'^23''3»
,+ ^32'^-^ ^33^3*








or jb^^^is the determinant of the transformation
and 0; Written in condensed form we express this same transfor¬
mation as*
Tt f u^» -■ ^ (i r 1. 2. 3).
J r 1
Employing Cramer’s rule and solving for u^, Ug, and in terms of
u_’, n and u as was done in the case of transformation (1),i 2 3
we get for our inverse transfomation*
T. (1 = 1, 2, 3.)
3=1
•* 43 ••
We Traat to also show that a one-to-one correspondence is like*
wise established between the points of TT and the points of /7“’ by
this transformation.
Consider the arbitrary point P in plane p/' *
U2X2 e where x^^, and represent the homo¬
geneous coordinates of the point and U2, and represent the
homogeneous coordinates of a line through the point. Substituting
in the equation the values of u^, Ug, and Ug given by the inverse;
['ll"!' + '2l"2' + '5l"sl/ '+ V+ 'S2"3_[]
®23'^*"+’®33^3^ ®3 = collecting coefficients
of vi^*» and Ug» we obtain*
^Xg’ ^22*2 ®23*3?
r ^31*1 + ^32*2'^ ®33*3* evidently it
transforms the point x in TT into the point x' in /r •• Written
more briefly*
3 r 1
'i3"3* (i e i, 2. 3)
Since the inverse of ^ u^^*
3 = 1
$
^ 2 * inverse of^3^» ^ ®io*j
d = I j = 1




tells how the point x' in /T"» is transformed
into the point x in yj" «
a* Rigid Motion. In a plane rigid motion consists of two
operations or the same two taJcen as a product* a translation, a ro¬
tation, or a rotation followed by a translation.
Figure 6,
•• 45
A translation of a plane consists in moring each, point in the
plane a given distance in a given direction. It is miquely deter¬
mined by a directed line segment a. If the projections of a on the
axes are A and B, and the point (x^y) is carried into the point
(x*,y’), then the equations of the projections are* 3e’ a x-h«.|
y* * y +
Rotation is motion in a plane through a certain algebraic
angle *
0M» r CM - X,
M‘P‘ - MP B y.
Figure 7#
Point ^ is carried into point x* b projection OP' on X- — axis
-• projection OM' on x - axis-^projection M'P' on x - eucis at x cos0
46 -
- y sin y' r projection OP’ on y - eixis s projection OM' on
y - axis-i" projection il'P' on y - axis ■ x sin ^-f’y cos 6« And
we .obtain as our equations of rotation!
x’ s X cos © - y sin 0,
y* — X sin © "f* 7 ®o®
Let us consider the third operation! a rotation about the
origin followed by a translation!
x: r X cos © - y sin 0, x’ » x a.
y s X sin © -fry cos ©, y* s y b.
Then Tt rx’sSf cos © - y sin ©-f- a
y* s X sin © -|*y cos 0 b
becoces a translation fdien © s 0, and T becomes a rotation when
a = b : 0*
The rigid motions in the plane are a sub-group of the
collineations in the plane* They are the collineations which leave
each of the poinb»I (1, - i, 0) and J (1, i, O), called the circular
points at infinity, fixed and have the distance between two finite
points not merely as a relative, but as an absolute invariant*
The equation of the general collineation ia the plane iS!
- 47 -
f*1' = *"11*1 H2*2 -t ^3*3 *
^*3’ = ^31*1-h^32=^2-f^33^3* \^i\ • 0*
Xg - Xg’ 2 Oft ag^ S' ®-32"e DiTiding throiigh by a^g,
■we get*
^x^‘ 2 a^^Xj^ ^ BgXgagXg,
f *2 ’ = ^i*i -\r ^2*2 ^3^3 »
ex * -\ Xg _ X. r ^ :
a.
^ 0«
Substituting (1, - i, 0) and (1, i, 0) for Xj^, a^, and Xg re¬
spectively, we get
- ®1 “ ^®2* ^®2*<ri_
S ^ (3^2 — ^l”^^^2,*
Multiplyingir^ s — iag, ,by i and adding it to - i
2 bj^ - ii»2» ^ obtain*
ia^H- b^ . ib2 r 0.
Multiplying ^ 2 2 ^*^2: ^ adding it to i (pg S ^^ ■+ ibg,
we get*
48
t ibg =: 0,
Combining* - la^agb^-J-ibg - 0, we get
*2 = " = ^2*
Substituting these results and changing to non-homogeneous coordinates,
W0 get*
x» s ia^x - bj^y-f-ag,
y’ r h-^3» A °*





2^1 - sin 9} - b* Our equationstthen benome; :
lin © -f- a “1
JOS 6+ b J
which equations oonstitui-tC.
x» 2 X cos & - y si
y* a X sin d -|-y cos
the general rigid motions in the plane.
1£ we have general rigid motion, the distance will be pre¬
served
^1* ^*1 ^1^ V <*2’
K*' yi‘) Pg' • (xj- . yj')
Figure 9*
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p’l V =V(^' (yi’ - 5
(Xj^* - X2*) r *2 ^ " *2 ^ ® “ ®^''
(y^^* “ 72*) I ^1 ®°® - Xg Bin ^ - 72 oos 9 • >*
(s^» - xg') s (*1 - xg) cos ©i-Cyg “ 72)
(72* “ 72*) = (*2 “ =^2) ®“ ®
(x^* - Xg')^ r (*i “ *2^^ °°® ^9 4-
(*1 - *2 ^^^2 “ ^ “ ^i)^
(71* - 72*)^ S (*2 “ *2^^ sin e -
!*■
“ ^2^^^2 ** °°®^ ®
adding w© get
(X2’ - " ^2'^^ -
(Xj^ *• *2)^ (coa^ & ^ sin^ e*) + (y^ - 72 )^ (sin^ 0-f-cos^ 6)
(3^* - 3C2')^4’ (72* - 73)^ S (*2 - *2)^-^ (yg - and
V^V “ *2’)^+^yi’ “V)^ "5/(3^ - Xg)^-^ (yg - y^)^ .
thus proving the above statement.
b* Involutions, Aa involution in the plane interchanges
51
in pairs those points that are not double or fixed.
Z-
Suppose that every point on L is double or fixed as vnell as
0, the center of this involution. Then if and Bg are
two pairs that are not fixed in the involution in this plane,





ftud will be interchanged by the projection*
(0 A, A^A^) s (0 A, % 8 - 1. And
Figure 12,
(0 B, Bi Bg) s (0 B, Bg, Bj^) 5 - 1
Since A^ and A^ are interchanged and B^^ and B^ are inter-
changed, the lines A, B and A B„, are also interchanged while
C their point of intersection which lies on L remains fixed*
(0 A, Ag) s (0 B, Bj_ BgO « - 1. This is. In itself,
as can be seen, a one-dimensional involution*
o. Applications, (1) Find the equation of the inverse
of the linear transformation*




X, -f 2* - x„1 2; 3
x.-h X -f- X1 22 3
*• 63
4 :
2 - 1 1
1 2-1
1 11
r 2 (2-f- 1) - 1 ( - 1 - ;^ (1 - a) s
6+ 2 - 1 s* 7,
X, -




1 1 X « 1 1
Or Xj^ »
3
<fx^ - 3jCj^*-4- SXg* - where <r s
2 1 2; V 1
r- 1 - 1 II 1 - 1
1 ^ 3
1 1 ='3’ 1.
Y-
7
"2^ «■ *" E2^*-^SXg' , where ^ " T
•
2 - 1 f Xj^‘ 2 - 1 *1*
= 1 2 = I-
7
1 2. "2*
1 1 e^- 1 1 *3'
or
or
(pXg = - - sxgt-f 5Xg*, •yriiere d" r
Then the inverse of the original transformation isi
Cxj, s 3*^*■+ 2^2• - Xg•
(Txg =-2x^» 3Xg»,
- 54 -
*1* " —^5Xg»» and expressed in non-homo-
geneous coordinates, we haves
53c«4-gy» - 1 .
x; s - X* - 5 y s - X? - Sy *-(- 6
The original:
^ V =*L+2x2 -Xg,
^ *3’ = +
coordinates s
2x •* y -t- 1 j
x‘ s x-ir y*t" 1 y’ *
is in non-homogeneous
X f-2y - 1
X + y + i
(2), Find the equation in line coordinates of the collin-*
eation:
^*1’ = *2*V*3S^^V “ ^l+*3* ^^3'
Solving first for x^, Xg, and Xg, we obtain the following results:
0 (0 - 1) - 1 (0 - 1) 'f- 1(1 - 0) - 1 -M s 2
1 1 0
1 1 x^‘ 1 1
^ = e'xgt 0 1 Xgt 0 1
0
c
> = 2 X3. 1 0
d ~ « X^ f- Xg * J
55




1 ^Xg* 1 1 V 1
1 ^Xgt 0 1X3. 0
2
V»
0 1 f 3Ej,' Q) 1 Xj^» '
^3^ 1 of Xg * 1 0 Xgt
1 ,1 II 1 1 X3.
2
^*3: = *2' where in each case ^n<6
Our arbitrary line is*
UgXg » 0* Substituting for 3Ej^, Xg, x^
their values, we getj
“i[;=^'+Vt=%D+ "2^=^' -=^'+=‘33
“3 [v + v - V]] =‘°-
We now collect coefficients of x^* *2*» *3’«
(-“l1-'^+“3> V+'“lt"2-"3) *=3
h' ^“1+ “2+V
"2' = “1 - "2-+-"3«
S 0* Thent
•» 56 -
u^’ 2 u^-j- Ug - Ug, thus giving us the equation
in line coordinates of the oollineatiom
^*2’==hi+V
-*L+='2'
(3) Find the equations of the translation which carries the
point (2, 3) into the point (0, - 1).
3E» s X -f ai; 0 s 2 4- as a s - 2
yt . y-^bj - 1 sZ-j-las b--4
x^‘ s X - 2
It y
yi - y - 4^
(4) Rotate the hyperbola x^ ** “a? through 46° about
the origin*
X* a X cos 9 - y sin 0,




y y* Solving for x and y, we
2




(5) Show that there is a mique collineation of the plane
which interchanges the points of each of two given pairs of points,
provided that no three of the fo\ir points are oollinear, and that
this collineation is an involution,
(tv W =
If three of the four points are collinear, the fourth point
cottld be expressed as a linear combination of the first three. This
fourth point might be any point in the plane, which is to say that
the collineation would be the identi-ty. Therefore, we excliuie
the case of three points being collinear.
58 -
*2" ®1 = '*2 h- ®2
(Aj Bj^ Bg) s (Aj^ Ag, B Bg) and, therefore, B = B^^.
Since the elements of these pairs are interchanged =1 »2> S
(•*2 Bg is the eqmtion of an involution,
2.» Correlations •
The last two transformations of a plane 77”into a plane '/f 1 t
(3) Those of the points of ^”into the lines of »* The inverse
carries the lines of into the points of (4) Those of the
lines of /^into the points of/P'~*, The inverse carries the points
of into the lines ofj^ •— we put into a common group, also,
and term correlations. These two transformations, it will be
seen later, are really one and the same in that the relationships
they establish between the two planes are identical.
A projective transformation of the points of a plane ^ into
the line* of a plane TT ' does 3 things i (1) establishes a one-to-
one correspondence between the points of /?^and the lines of TT' *,
(2) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the lines of
// and the points of ^, and (3) preseirves cross ratio.
The general correlation expressed in terms of point coordinates
in ^and line coordinates in/^ * is*
( »!' = t-“i2='2 +
I. =^^^-^-‘‘22\ + ‘^^V














(i a 1, 2. 3).
Solving T for its inverse iising Ca^aiuer’s rvile, we get*
^*2 - h2\'+ ^2V + ^2"3’'
- ^3^’"^■*'23)^2'“^ ‘*^33'^3** condensing these
forms*
5fi (i = 1, 2, 3).
Thus a one-to-one correspondence is established between the points
of ^and the lines of jT' * •
We also said a one-to-one correspondence is established be¬
tween the lines of^~ and the points of *• Consider the
arbitrary line u in plane *
vi^x^-j-Vi^x^ - 0, idiere Ug, and represent the
homogeneous coordinates of the line, and x-,, x„, and x represent
the homogeneous coordinates of a point on the line* We can substi*
tute the value of x^ found in the inverse in this equation and
collect the coefficients of ’ *
60 -
r^i-i '-t “i -t- ' 4- hz\ ’ +
"2 ■t'5i3”i’+ ^s"2’+ "3 = °-
(}ll“l+^2,'‘2 + \,"^ “l'-t-[^l“l+^2“2+v3
^2"2"l'^3“^ "s’ = “• “




And evidently here the lines of yr~nvB transformed into the














^ "i" X ‘jA’*
d 5 1
(i m 1. 2. 3), is
(i « 1, 2, 3).
-61 -
^ s carried the point of into the
d=i
lines of • We have thus illustrated the facts that a projective
transformation of the points of a plane 77* into the lines of a
plane (1) establishes a one-to-one coz*respondenoe between the
points of TF and the lines of ^ •, (2) establishes a one-to-one
correspondence between the lines of >^^and the points **
The preservation of cross ratio vill be discussed later on \xnder
topic 3.
A projective transformation of the lines ofinto the points
of ^ ' does three things* (1) establishes a one-to-one correspondence
between the lines of /Fand the points of/F~ *» (2) establishes a one-
to-one correspondence between the points of and the lines of ,
and (3) preserves cross ratio.
The general correlation of a plane ^.^^into a plane expressed








the Inverse is to be defined* Or, written in condensed fomt
Ti P
j s 3L -
Solving T for its inverse, employing Cramer's rule, we get as
the inverse!
^«i = ^1*2’“^ Asi^s'*
^ = ^12^’-/- ^22*2 *'^‘*32*3'




end here a one-to-one correspondence is set up between the lines
of TT sad the points of ^ * •
Consider again the arbitrary line u in plane ^ ,
Substituting in this equation the values of u^ as were found in
the inverse equations,
^A’+^’‘2’+="1+[W+'
['■^3*1'■+ ■*23*2;'■*33*3^ *3 “ Collecting coefficients
of Xj^*, we obtain.
• 63
^V 5 %=^f-*22=%-^^V
^ -^1*1 ■^■^2*2 points of ^ are
canned into the lines of ^ *•
Written in symbolic formt
3
u, » s■i - 2:
3 = 1
3
A,^x. (i s 1, 2. 3).
Since the inverse of (T"
i z 1
S 1, 2, 3)
is = 2;
3 s 1
(i « 1, 2, 3), by analogy.
the inverse of<:Pu^* s is s
J = 1
® s 1» 2, “3), and the one-to-one oorrespon-
ji 3
3 Z 1
dence between the points and the lines of^ * is established.
As was mentioned heretofore, we shall discxiss the preservation of
cross ratio in section 3 of this division,
a* Involutions, We can get oiir involutory correlations of
64 -
the plane from the transformation of a point x into its polar u id.'Ui re*
spect to an arbitrary hon*degenerate conic*
Let an arbitrary non-degenerate conic be represented by the equations
^11*1*1'i" ®i3*1^3
^21*2*1+"*^2*2*3'/'*^23*3^3
^31*3*1-^ ‘^S2''3*2 + *^33*3*3 =
5 5 3
^ ‘X3*i*j -*■ S ‘23='2*3 + S ^










. An arbitrary point x is conjugate to a given point r with re¬
spect to this conic if and only if^ a^^r^x^ e 0* The locus of the
points conjugate to the given point r with respect to this non-degen¬
erate conic is a line u* This line u is called the polar of point r
with respect to the conic. The point r is likewise said to be the
pole of u*
65 -




ha. th. eq™.tton ^
izi
S:




<'ui r ^ aijij, ^“2=2 *23'‘3' ^“3=2 **'3*3-
3=1 3:1 3:1
But this transformation is a correlation*
^ 3^ ’ S “ *;}i'
i = ^
Hence eveiry correlation of this form*
‘if3 ‘13 = *31* l‘l3l'^
J S 1
is a transformation of pole into polar with respect to a non-degen¬
erate conic*
‘I3='l='3 = “' *i3 = ‘3i' l‘l3[^
This correlation
5 z 1
P (is 1. 2. 3).
66 -
1
Terse. As here, the pole (Point r) is transformed into the polar
(locus of all points conjugate to r)| the pole of the polar of point r
is the point r itself.
zijh 0 is invOlutory, that is, identical ifith its in-
b. Applications, (l). Show that the correlation.
^u^* - Xj^-^SXg r Xg, is involutory, that is, thatcarrying it
out twice results in the identical transformation.
First we solve for the inverse of this transformation employing
Cramer's rule*




r - ’='3’ - 1 1 s




u ' 1 3
2
V* 3-1
3 ordTc^ - « lOtij^*-/- 2u2* - 4Ug’,
- 26
- 26








-1 or iTx r 2iu • - 3u_* * 7u *,










or <rx s^u^* -I'lg* * “S**
■where (p*-
Substi^buting the values of found in the Inverse In this equation*
u^3^-^U2X:2^_^UgXg - 0, and collecting the coefficients of u^^', ■we get*
10u^»f 2412* - 4Ug2j u^-f* ]2u^» - SUg* - 7u^
£- 4uj^' - 7u^» ^ u^ U3 - 0, and
- I [. 10u^i-2u2 . 4UgJ [5«i - 3"2 - 7UgJ ^
Q 4Uj^ - 7u2*f- Uj* 2 0. Thus we find
*1 = “ “ ‘*'*3'
X * - 2u - 3u, " 7u-,
2 “ 1 2 3*
*3’ : -'>“1 - ^“2+V
= - 10^+ - 4Uj
*2' s 2>ii - Sug - TUj
<-*s' S - - ■'“2 “3
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10 Z - 4
Z - 3 - 7
4-7 1
0,
T“^t ^ SiU2' -
Xg s 2ui» - Sug’ - 7U3*,
Xg 2 - 4u^» - 7u2*-f Ugt.
- 10 Z - 4
Z - 3; - 7
-4-7 1
# •
- IVl ® 1‘ijl'
T is an involutory transformation. Substituting
values of in the original equations, we gett
^"i* = t " ®Vj " t“i' *■ ®"2’ ”
4u^' - 7u2,»-t*U3^
- - 20uj^' - 2Uj^' - 4Uj^»-f 4y^'-f 3^* - 7 - 8^*-^
= - 2^6Uj^*
^ '‘a’ “ “Js lOuiH'Zug* - [^2Uj^‘ - 3u2* - 7u^^
£ 12u^* -21u2*-y-3u3^ .




f Uj* s [I 2«2* - 4u^ ^ [_6UJ> - SUj- - Zln^j -
[: *”i'- ■'"2’+"s3
^“3' = - *y4'-A8/l'-y-*A’-f^’ - ®/4*-/'’A:' - *"3* -
Zlu^' - u,' .
<V = -““3’
But since we substitutedd^Xj^ each time idiere ^ s
- 26
•we may dividev u^^* by «
- 2j6
Thus € 5 - 26Uj^»
26
^ Ug* s - aeug* ^
- 26
rfV
i «2* = - 26u3'
- 26
. .C ui* = 25c^-Xg-fv ^"2'= " f .3
x^^y^SsCg - Xg is an involutoiy transfonaation because carrying




(2:) The transformation of pole into polar with respect to non¬




is involutory, that is, identical -with its ova inverse
3 z 1
if and only if - Jcajj^
But s ka^^
(i r 1. 2, 3)
(i, i - 1, 2. 3).
(i. 3 2 1. 2, 3)
and (k^ « 1) p 0
>13
k^ 8 1
• . k 1
(i, j - 1, 2, 3)
If k 8 — 1 we have a^^j - «• and s 0,
which contradicts the restriction|ajjJ'::#^i^above. Then k s 1 is the
only case and vb arrive at the correlations of pole into polari
71
i z 1
(isl. 2. 3,) r
0.
3« The In^riant Cross Ratl<(« Take two elements of a plane
r. They can be carried into a plane by projection* Suppose
these transformations are oollineations—pointsttram^formedlMto
points and lines into lines. We have shoTin that the transformations




If y and z are tvro points in J'i'/* * 'will trace a line L as/^varies,
y in // irill be transformed into y* in 7^ » and z Trill be trans¬
formed into 2*’ in ^ * Tdiereas the line * determined by a
combination of the points y and z in Tidll be transformed into'
^ in,5^'*‘fj and f g ^re the constants of proportion¬
ality for y and z respectively.
Suppose the transformations are correlations—lines in 7^ irould
be transformed into points in^ *, and points in irould be trans¬
formed into lined in * •
Figure 14,
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If y and w are two lines in ^ w will trace a range of points as
varieg in /7 ’* Lipe y in -7”will be transformed into point ^j^y’
in • and lind w will be transformed into point ^ ill idiere-
as the line y -p^ w determined by a combination of the lines y and
z in will be -trimBformed into the range of points 'f gW*
in ^
^ and ^ g are the constants of proportionality for the
pairs of elements y—^ y* and tr/ w*
Let y, z, 'f'y i'our distinct elements in >^~and
let
y’* ^ly'^i ^2*’* ^1^' ^ ^2 ^2®’ the
four distinct elements in yr~ ’ into which they are carried by a pro¬
jective transformation* Are the cross ratios determined by each of
'^ese groups of elements i^e same?
0 zL(y *»




Yes, the cross ratios determined by each of
are the same and equal to/^ ^ «
these groups of elements
Explanation!
Suppose y and s are lines with eq\iation8t
yt aj, 8agt-^agS Oj st y-bgt bg a 0,
The distnaoe of a line y^^ z from y is
y(«* t) *(8, t)
a , and from zt
f »7 Yi-iV ^7
If y z is a finite line dividing y and z in the ratio/^ ft iiie
equation of z is
y (s, t) z (s, t)
s • ot yTVy z a 0, where
VY’* y 2 2
/hV
and hence the ratio y-f/^ * divides y and z in is -Y^^ a^Y- 2
Hence the cross ratio of* (y z, yYv^ * ^/^2*^ ®
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By analogy, the cross ratio
(y f jf f2'’) r
-^2 %V \
-f
«r and the cross ratios
2:
as defined are the same*
III. THEEE-fDIMENSIOirAL FORMS,
A. Projective Transfomations Between Three>^imensional Fojt&b
Our three-dimensional fimdamental forms include a space of points
and a space of planes.
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There are four possible transformations of space s into space s*~
8 > 8*^ and hence we have the transformations of space into itselft
(1) Those of space of points into itself which carry points into
points and hence planes into planes and lines into lines.
(S) Those of space of planes into itself idiioil tarry'planiss^ into
planes and hence points into points and lines into lines.
(3) Those of space of points into space of planes which carry
points into planes and hence planes into points and lines into lines.
(4) Those of space of planes into space of points idiich ocurry
planes into points and hence points into planes and lines into lines.
The inverses of these transformations undo the work of the
originals.
1« Collineations
The first two transformations we put into a common group cmd
term them collineations.
A projectile transformation of a space of points into ibbslf does
4 things* (1) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between points}
(2) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the points of
planes; (3) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the points
of lines; (4) preserves cross ratio.
(Z) end (3) are the same. For, if to a i*ange of points corresponds
a range of points, then to the points of a plane corresponds the points
of a plane and conversely.
Written in homogeneous coordinates, the general projective trans¬
formation of space of points into itself is*
- 77 -
T»
*1* ® *11*1 “^*12*2 f'®13*3 ■7''*14*4*
^ *2* = *21*1 7^ *22*2 7^*25*3 it *24*4*
f’^3’ = “31*1 ■/•‘33='3-^*54='4-
- ^A/-*42=^-^‘43*37^ W*'
'vdieire x^, x^, x^, and x^ are a quadruple of numbers called a set of
homogeneous oooidinates for the corresponding point.
Written in symbolic formi
('‘ijI =
II a. x^ (i r 1
d = 1
“11 “i2 *13 *14
“21 *22 *23 *24
fir
31 *32 *33 *34
a a ft.. , the determinant of the
41 42 43 44
m. Kjlf 0, if the inverse is to be defined.
Solving idle equation T for Xj^, Xg, Xg, and x^ to get the inverse
transformation, employing Cramer’s rule, we get
<r*i r ^i*3*'^^41*4’*
<r*2 r -^s*! *-^2*2 ’ ’^■*32*3 * 4" -^2*4 ’ *
<^*3 ^ ^3*1V ^3*2’*^^3^3* f'\3*4**






(i s 1. 2. 3. 4.)
Thus a one-to-one correspondence is established between points.
Consider an arbitrary line u in space s*
-J-UgXg UgXg -f- a 0* idiere «£» 'ig* and are the homo-
£flaieou8 coordinates of the line and x^, x^, x^, and x^ represent
the homoegeneous .coordinates of a point on the line.' • To get the
equation of the transformation of lines, we substitute the value
of Xj^ found in the inverse equations*
4
^*i = ^ ■^Ji*j**
i Z 1
in the equation of an arbitrary line and collect the coefficients of
3^*, *2** *3*' *4** obtain an equation of a line u‘ 'vdiose
coordinates are written briefly*
J r 1
This equation is evidently the transformation of a range of points
in space into a range of points.
4
If the inverse of m 2! *’*
J s 1







(i - 1, 2, 3, 4) by enaibgy, is
(i « 1, 2. 3. 4),
Therefore, a one>to-one correspondence is established between the points
of lines and hence the points of planes.
A projective transformation of a space of planes into itself does
4 thingst (1) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between planes,
(2) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between points of planes,
(3) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between point ranges| and
(4) preserves cross ratio. ((2) and (3) are the same. If one is
shown true, the other is established at the same time.)
Written in homogeneous coordinates, the general projective trans¬
formation of space of planes into itself ist
Tt ^ ®
J : 1
where Uj^, Ug, Ug, and u^ are a quadruple of numbers called a set of
homogeneous coordinates for the corresponding plane, and |a^ 0.




r u. (i r 1, 2, 3, 4).
d = 1
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Hence a one-to-one correspondence is established between planes.
Consider again an arbitrary line u* "t*'*4*4 »
To get the equation of the transformation of points, we substitute
the values of u^^ found in the inverse equation and collect -Uie
coefficients of We get*
^*1'= ^ Vj’ (i=l. 2. 3, 4).
} - 1
And since the inverse of V. (i • 1, 2, 3, 4) is
d s 1
OT r analogy, the inverse of
i = 1
X Vr ‘^='1 = 2 Vj’ ‘V=
3 B 1 d t: 1
3, 4). Thus a one-to-one correspondence is established between the
points also. We shall discuss the preservation of cross ratio later
on under topic 4.
a. Homologies. A point transformation of space leaves fixed
a point A and each point of a plane a, not containing A, and carries
every other point P into the point P* on the line AP for which (AP^, PP*) e
k, idiere P^ is the point in which AP meets a, and k is a constant,^ 0, 1«
(AP^, Pj*P') a (AP^,. PjP)




The point P here is carried into the point P» and any other
point C is carried into a point C* Since such a transformation
interchanges points P and P* and C and C it will interchange the
82 -
lines PC and P*C* and leave their point of intersection someidiere in
plane a likewise fixed* Since this transformation carries points into
points and lines into lines, it is a collineation. If we choose
a third point say Q, with and C it will determine a plane and this
same transformation will project Q, P, and C into Q*, P*, and t!?.
This transformation is known as homology the point A as its
center, the plane a as its central plane and k as its invariant*
If we give to these points A, P-, P, and P» coordinates of space (k , 1 )
and w of the form*
ka-/" lb, and k'a +• l*b our equation be-*
comes t
^a In
(AP^, pp.) ^ ^
^o la
b * Involutions t
(1) Homologies* In the case of the homologies, if the points
not fixed ar.e carried into their harmonic conjugates wi-tti respect to
the fixed point A and the fixed point in plane a where the line de¬
termined by the point A and the point not fixed pierces the plane,
we have an involution, the invariant k becoming - 1*
K. «“*)= -
(2) Skew Involutions* A point transformation of space leaves
every point on each of the two skew lines and fixed and carries
every other point P into its harmonic conjugate with respect to the
- 83 -
two points on Lj^and Lg which «u:e collinear with P,
Figure 16*
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Should we choose tiro such points each of the two points would he
Interchanged by the transformation and hence their line determined by
them. If we choose three such points, each of the three points would
be interchanged and hence the plane determined by them. This trans¬
formation evidently transforms points ^to points, lines into lines
cmd planes into planes. Hence it is a colllneation. Since the two
points idiloh are not fixed seaprate the two fixed points harmonically,
we terra this transformation involutory. It is called a skew involution,
«ld «.d Lj .r. it.
Correlations.
The last two transformations (3) and (4), we put into a common
group and term correlations.
A projective transformation of space of points into space of
plane does four thingst (1) establishes a one-to-one correspondence
between points and planes} (2) establishes a one-to-one correspondence
between planes and points, (3) establishes a one-to-one correspondence
between lines| and (4) preserves cross ratio.
The general projective transformation of space of points into





and its inverse is* d' Si
Substituting the values of Xj^ in the equation of an arbitrary line u*
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-f-UgXg -^UgXg -^u^x^ r 0» and collecting coefficients of
■we get "bhe transformation^
2
3 = 1
(i s 1. 2, 3. 4).
By analogy^ we get the inverse transformations
4
/'"i : ‘3i*j’ ' (i s If 2f 3f 4)f and thus a
j s 1
one-'bo-one correspondence is established between (1) points and planes
and (2) planes and points.
Hfec-wish to show ■that a one-'to-one correspondence is established
be'tween lines.
If we carry out any one of these transformations "twice, a trans¬
formation .be'tween lines i^the result.
Suppose we begin with*
4
f Ui» s ^
J = 1
and follow this ■wi'th the transformation*
4




A projective traasformation of a space of planes Into a space of
points does four thltigst (1) establishes a one-to-one correspondence
betneen planes and points; (2) establishes a one-to-one correspondence
between points and planes; (3) establishes a one-to-one correspondence
between lines; ahd (4) presez^es cross ratio.
The general projective transfomation of space of planes into sp§ce





(i s 1, 2. 3, 4).
j = 1
Substituting the value of fo\md in the inverse in the equation
of our arbitrary line u: u^Xj^ ^*3't ^*4 - ^
collecting coefficients of scj’i
4
■^^3*4* (i s 1» 2. S, 4).
4 = 1
And by analogy as its inverse we have
4
/^\ Z (i s 1, 2, 3, 4).
4 = 1







It is to be noted then that ^oth correlations and collineations
carry lines into lines.
a. InTolutions. In a involutory correlation, the points and
planes of space, and also the lines of space correspond in pairs. Any
correlation carries a point into a plane, a plane into a point, and a
line into a line, and in involutoiy correlation, since it is its onn
inverse, interchanges the elements of space in pairs.
Consider the eqimtion ^ associated point and plane coordinates
of the given non-singular quadrict
•
^ *i3='l='3 = ®’ ‘13= *31 >'£*'l3“i“3 ’’13 = *>31




If we take all lines conjugate to u^^, we will have a point
4
V z * ^ij^j* ®’ij “ *^ji*
5 = 1
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These equations are correlations and since they are Identical with their
inverses they are involutory correlations,
S« The Invariant Cross Batio.
Let three distinct elements o£ one space have coordinates!
a, b, a 'f'bj and ka -h lb can be taken as an aurbitrary element of the
form. Let the elements into idiich they are projected have coordinates
a’, b*, Aa’-^-Bb*, and ika'-/'Blb’, eheie a Aa* and b s Bb’ show
the proportionality betvroen the coordinates of the two spaces.
Does (a b, a-f- b ka -hlb)
(a* b*, Aa«-/-Bb» (ak)a*(Bl)b*) ?
1
yes. the two cross ratios are tha same and equal tot .
k
4. Some Applications, ^
T_S
(1), The Z^Qo collineations and correlations eonB%itatetthk
group of all projective transformations of spaco*ii-.'vr
The four possible transformations of space may be summed up by





^*3' = *3l’h.V' *32*2 ■’‘■*33*3 ■<‘'*34’'4'
■C\’ = »4Ay-»42='2V'«43X3 f
Collineations!
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^ : hi”! Vz ■+ ‘l3'*3
Correlation^’'^’ ' ‘^=“3 ^ {
*3' = *3l"l i- *52"2T^ *S3"3 ^ ‘5*”4'
r »4i“i + ‘■a^-f-
Ths group of all collineations depends on 16 independent homo¬
geneous paramters, the 16 a*s. It is, therefore, a fifteen para-
T K
meter group. Hence there are 03 ■*■*' possible collineationf • The
same things may be said of coorelations. Hence together we have
2, <a7l6 possible transformations of space,
(2) Correlations may be equally well represented by either of
^e bilJInear equations!
The locus of all points x which satisfy (1) is a line
fu ♦ -*
^ mti = S
6 = 1
(i = 1. 2, 3, 4),
The locus of all lines which satisfy (2) is a pointt
f: *
3 s 1
(1 r 1, 2, s, 4).
Therefore, these bilinear eqiiations do represent the cor¬
relations of space and may as well be written as such.
SUMMARY
Chir one-dimeQsional forms Included a range of points and a pen>
oil of.lines,,
A projective transformation between two one-dimensional
forms establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of
-Uie two forms end preseives cross ratio. Such a transformation can be
represented by the equations
jji ^ where x represents the coordinate of the
form and x*, the coordinate of the form into which it is projected.
Our two-dimensional forms included a plane of points and a plane
of lines. We may look upon these forms broadly* a plane of lines is
a pleuie of points and a plane of points is a plane of lines. A pro¬
jective transformation between two two-dimensional foms does three
things* (1) sets up a 1*1 correspondence between elements of F and
Ffj (2) sets up a 1*1 correspondence between the one-dimensional
forms composed of elements of F and the one-dimensional forms com¬
posed of elements of P’| and (3) preserves cross ratio.
There are four such transformations possible*
Collineations t—
Points of —^points of F*. The inverse takes them back.
Lines of F —^ lines of F*. The Inverse takes them back,
Conrelations *—
Points of F —lines of F*. The inverse takes them back.
Lines of F points of F*, The Inverse takes thwii back*
- 90 -
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The first two transformations can be represented by these equations*
^ * = 2 Vy ^ « 1. 2. s.)
J-1 dri
The last two transformations can be represented by these equations*
3 3
r-Uj^' : ^ ^ AjiUj', (i = 1, 2, S).
311 3:1
The coilineations and correlations of the plane, taken together,
form the general projective group of the plane.
Projective geometry is based upon an eight parameter group*
G
8
: ^11*1 “t" ®12*2 ®1S*3*
- ^21^ 't *22*2 *23*3'
= asi*l -^ *32*2 r*33*3'
Our three-dimensional forms inoludqd a space of points and a
space of planes*
The coilineations of space are the projective transfonoations
of space into itself which carry points into points and hence planes
into planes and lines into lines, or the projective transformations
vhich carry planes into planes and hence points into points and lines
iito lines* These transformations may be represented by the equations j
- 92
4
' ^^*1= 2. (irl. 2, 3).
5 z 1
Pj in point coordinates.
The correlations of space are the projective transformations of
space into itself 'nhich carry points into planes end hence planes into
points and lines into lines, or, the projective transformations 'siiich
carry planes into points and hence points into planes and lines into
lines. These transformations may be represented by the equationst
A: A
0, using point coordinates of P and plane coordinates of F’j
and»r
4 4
using plane coordinates of P and point coordinates of p*«
T5
The 2^ Qo oollineations and correlations constitute the group
of all projective transformations of space*
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